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Abstract 

 

This paper describes experimentation being undertaken by the UK Defence Science and Technology Laboratory 

(Dstl) supported by Thales UK to develop a prototype simulation-based military decision support capability.  The 

paper looks at: some types of problem which will benefit from a decision support agency; the techniques needed 

to develop the capability; the challenges in implementing a usable and helpful system; and initial observations 

about the prototype system.  The work describes a simulation reach-back capability supporting the planning and 

execution of a live-play UK/Coalition joint, multi-agency training event.  It builds on the fruits of a number of 

national and international experimentation and research activities and conceptual systems architectures 

discussed in this forum in recent years. 

 

The system developed builds on the NATO Allied Command Transformation (ACT) Command and Control (C2) 

concept architecture for 2030 using cloud computing services with wide area network connectivity to provide 

reach-back to a decision support centre.  Here simulation systems are populated with data to replicate current 

operational status, etc permitting a number of alternative courses of action to be developed and analysed.  The 

simulation environment offers a number of benefits including the ease with which the decision support results 

can be shared with the operational user.  
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Introduction 

 

In 2018 two of the authors presented a paper outlining a concept for developing a reach-back capability for 

operational decision support [1].  At that point this was largely a concept, a paper design which had yet to be 

implemented.  2019 has provided an opportunity to develop and work with a prototype experimental capability.  

Technical experiments were conducted as part of the NATO Coalition Warrior Interoperability eXploration, 

eXperimentation, eXamination eXercise (CWIX) 2019 event and these were followed by a distributed mini-

exercise (MiniEx) conducted by NATO Modelling and Simulation Group 145 (MSG-145). 

 

This paper reviews some of the concepts, the design and development of the capability and gives some of the 

lessons identified from CWIX 19 and the MiniEx. 

 

Decision Support 

 

Decision support covers a number of areas where specialist tools and resources are used to help decision 

makers achieve their immediate goals.  It may be human-based, e.g. through accessing a domain specialist, 

computer-based or a hybrid. 

 

Decision support tools are widely used in business and industry and have been used for a variety of purposes in 

the military for many years, e.g. in support of the Military Decision Making Process (MDMP) [2].  In everyday life 

the humble SATNAV is an example of a familiar decision support tool. 

 

An example of a tool used to support MDMP is the French system Aide à la Planification d'Engagement Tactique 

Terrestre (APLET) [3] which has been used to assist in the assessment of army plans using faster-than-real-time 

simulation.  Decision support tools have been developed to help plan the allocation, deployment, route-planning 

and deconfliction of unmanned aircraft, e.g. the Tactical Decision Support System (TDSS) [4] developed by the 

University of Defence at Brno for the NATO Modelling & Simulation Centre of Excellence. 

 

O’Connor in a paper presented at the NATO MSG-111 Symposium in 2013 highlighted what were the 

requirements of a Dynamic Decision Support (DDS) system which broadly was the ability to provide a realistic 

simulation that could conduct joint operational warfare and to generate plans through the MDMP. [5] These 

plans or courses of action (COA) could be manually configured, auto generated and then edited before being 

executed in a simulation that is capable of running faster than real time (FTRT). 

 

Remote Effecting 

 

One of the concepts to be investigated is the use of remote support centres where operational concepts could 

be examined using modelling and simulation (M&S) services.  The NATO Allied Command Transformation 

(ACT) C2 vision for 2030 (Figure 1) recognises decision making as one of the key process categories: Collecting 

[of data, information, intelligence], Decision Making (i.e. MDMP) and Effecting, (i.e. undertaking and then 

assessing some agreed action). 

 



 

 

 

Figure 1 - ACT C2 Capstone Concept 

It also envisions a fully distributed cloud environment to support the concept.  The cloud environment will, among 

other things, host decision support tools including M&S capabilities and provide global reach-back. [6] 

 

Challenges and Changing Technical Landscape Technology Needed to Support Reach-back 

 

In the 2018 paper [1] the changing technical landscape was highlighted and recognised that these would have a 

considerable impact on the development and implementation of a reach-back capability for UK military forces 

and those within NATO and other alliances. Those new technologies or application of technology included; 

Artificial Intelligence (AI), Big Data, Data Lakes, Multi-sensors combined with AI and Cloud technologies. 

Looking further ahead Quantum technologies and computing will have a significant impact on Defence and is 

already creating a new arms race according to some observers. [7] [8] To what extent the latter will support 

decision making needs to be addressed. The application of these new technologies will undoubtedly create new 

challenges and require new skill sets which will need to be examined. 

 

A UK Perspective 

 

The UK Defence Policy for Modelling & Simulation (M&S) Joint Service Publication (JSP) 939 [9] [10] details how 

the UK Joint Forces strategy identifies simulation as a requirement for Force Development. The strategy 

explains that Joint Force Advantage should include ‘improved performance through greater use of simulation in 

training’. It also details how ‘better, faster understanding and decision making’ could provide Joint Force 

Advantage. M&S has the potential to greatly support decision making with JSP 939 specifically stating that 

‘simulation can be used where it would not be practical or cost-effective to generate information and 

understanding from real-world data in a more timely manner. Running models in faster than real time allows 

multiple courses of action to be explored swiftly to support objective, evidenced based decision making’. JSP 

939 explains how UK government policy is for cloud-based and open technical architecture, therefore aligning 

with ACT C2 Vision both in using cloud infrastructure and in support of decision making. The sections below 



 

 

explain how this work supports JSP 939 and the ACT C2 Vision, explaining how a prototype reach-back 

capability for decision support in multi-domain and coalition operations can be achieved and how reach-back 

from operational planners to an M&S support capability is feasible, especially if standards-based protocols and 

procedures are followed. 

 

Infrastructure 

 

Infrastructure for a cloud-based capability has been investigated by members of NATO's MSG-164 including 

work undertaken by the UK MoD research.  Example deployments have been made using commercially 

provided cloud services.  Background developments have included the use of data registries and repositories, 

and discovery and composition services [11].  The use of centrally-managed, possibly commercially-managed, 

hosting services can relieve the user of the need to maintain expensive, high-performance computing 

capabilities for processing, data storage, graphics, networking, etc.  Additionally, applications have been hosted 

and accessed remotely on non-cloud environments.  From a user's point of view there should be no noticeable 

difference between an application hosted locally, on a specific set of remotely operated computers or hosted in a 

cloud computing environment; this includes the perception of high-performance computer graphics. 

 

Networking using Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) running over public bearer networks have been used.  In 

operational use the applications would be accessed via military grade networks such as the NATO Federated 

Mission Networking (FMN).  In either case associated aspects such as cross-domain security (CDS) need to be 

addressed.  One of the co-authors of this report has promoted the development of a CDS standard for Global 

Security Services (GSS) [12]. 

 

Applications 

 

In this work we have focussed on a number of manoeuvre warfare aspects: how can military units and 

equipment be moved in a timely manner according to pre-defined plans.  To this end the C2 applications have 

been C2 surrogates with extra capability provided so that they can interoperate according to the latest 

Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization’s (SISO) Command and Control to Simulation Interoperability 

(C2SIM) standard [13]. The decision support process is underpinned by a number of constructive simulations 

replicating a real-world position; again these are C2SIM-enabled.  For full decision support integrated analysis 

tools are also required. 

 

Standards 

 

A number of SISO standards were used in the development of the prototype.  The most important of which are: 

 C2SIM (Currently in draft) – used to permit exchange of information between C2 and M&S applications 
for initialisation of systems, describing plans, orders and tasking and to report the state of simulated 
entities, units and equipment; [13] 

 DIS and HLA – either or both of the principal simulation interoperability standards, Distributed Interactive 
Simulation or the High Level Architecture may be used to exchange simulation data; 

 GSD – The Guidelines to Scenario Development provide a mature way to develop scenarios for 
execution in a simulation environment. [14] 

 
Use Cases 

 

A number of military use cases were developed as a scenario to provide realistic settings for the planned 

experimentation.  The overall scenario was a US-led Coalition Joint Task Force (CJTF) security operation set in 

a fictional Scandinavian country called Bogaland.  The scenario included land, sea and air military elements and 

civilians. Operations included reconnaissance, manoeuvre and combat.  A number of Chemical, Biological, 

Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) and cyber effects were planned, the latter in support of a US Army use case to 

provide the ability to inject cyber effects into a training event based on US Army doctrine. [15]   



 

 

 

Within the main scenario a UK-led Non-Combatant Evacuation Operation (NEO) vignette provided a focus for 

the UK experimentation.  Other participants also used the overall scenario as a framework for their own use 

cases, e.g. Modelling and Simulation Centre of Excellence (MSCOE) in Rome tested their autonomous systems 

decision support tool.  The NEO vignette will be discussed in more detail later. 

 

Experimentation and Supporting Architectures 

 

The aims of the experimentation were to show the technical capability of a distributed C2SIM-enabled system in 

the areas of connectivity, distribution of messages, message interpretation for component system initialisation, 

order execution and reporting.  Two phases of experimentation were conducted as follows. 

 

Technical Experimentation was conducted at CWIX 2019.  This was to test basic connectivity, the exchange of 

messages, the function of messages and the use of a cloud infrastructure.  CWIX provided feedback to the SISO 

C2SIM Product Development Group (PDG) and was used to inform national and NATO research programmes 

(particularly MSG-145/164). 

 

 

Figure 2 - CWIX Architecture 

Operational Experimentation was undertaken during the NATO MSG-145 MiniEx.  This used the same basic 

infrastructure to test a variety of tasking and reporting types with the simulation systems using vignettes from a 

representative operational scenario. 

 

Figure 2 illustrates the system architecture developed for the CWIX experimentation.  System nodes were 

located in the UK, USA, Germany, NATO Joint Force Training Centre (JFTC) in Poland and at NATO MSCOE.  

A similar architecture was implemented for the MiniEx with the JFTC node removed and an additional node in 

New Zealand who provided Maritime support as part of the scenario.  Royal Australian Navy assets had been 



 

 

included in the scenario definition but unfortunately their associated C2 and M&S applications were not available 

in time for the experimentation. 

For the purposes of this particular paper we will explain the UK node in further detail.  Its architecture is as 
shown in the next diagram (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 - Current UK Architecture 

The UK node was to be provided by a cloud environment hosting: 

 

 The UK Common Scenario Editor (CSE) which is a C2SIM-enabled application capable of developing a 

scenario plan with unit tasking, initialisation data and displaying C2SIM location reports; 

 A C2SIM web server (WS) provided by George Mason University to distribute and coordinate C2SIM 

messaging; and 

 Constructive simulations StarForce
1
 (Thales) and VR-Forces (MäK) – modified to accept C2SIM tasking 

and create C2SIM reports. 

 

The GMU WS could be replaced by an external server, for CWIX and the MiniEx the WS was hosted by MSCOE 

in Rome.  For UK-only system development, testing and experimentation a cloud-hosted version could be used.  

Two commercially-supplied cloud environments were tested.  This paper does not comment on the relative 

benefits of the two providers, suffice it to say that one was chosen because it had been used successfully on 

previous MoD research and the second chosen because the first provider’s service was proving difficult to 

configure and use.  Both providers were challenged where higher performance graphic capabilities were 

needed, such as the CSE, VR-Forces as well as Virtual Battlespace3 (VBS3) and the related UK Defence Virtual 

Simulation (DVS) (neither of the latter were required for this particular work but both are of more general interest 

in the UK).  Ultimately a choice of provider was made for this experimentation based largely on computing and 

graphics performance, ease of configuration and use and quality of/need for technical support.  

 

Previous UK MoD research on MSaaS had focussed on the techniques for accessing, composing and executing 

cloud-hosted simulations and data.  For practicality, some of the applications, particularly highly graphical ones 

such as simulation user interfaces and 3D visualisations, had been hosted and run locally rather than in cloud 

environments.  For this work it was considered desirable that everything possible should be cloud-hosted.  The 

 

1
 In practice StarForce was not used in the experimentation 



 

 

technical and service provision problems thus encountered took a considerable degree of effort to solve.  These 

included the access to cloud-hosted graphical processors, licensing of software, transfer of virtual machine (VM) 

images and the degree of technical documentation and support available from the providers.  Whilst the 

research overcame all these hurdles (and several more) it taught an important lesson that in 2019 a 

considerable level of effort is required to provide a workable system hosted in a cloud environment. 

 

In practice, it was not possible to use the cloud environment in time for CWIX/MiniEx so the team reverted to 

using the C2GUI developed by George Mason University and the Joint Semi-Automated Force (JSAF) 

constructive simulation to support the experiment.  It is anticipated that by the time this paper is presented that 

the full cloud environment will be available and will have been exercised. 

 

Developing the UK Use Case 

 

The SISO GSD outlines three phases in the development of a scenario: 

 Operational; 

 Conceptual; and 

 Executable. 

The UK operational scenario was developed by military Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) working within MSG-145.  

The SMEs expressed their requirements for the scenario and vignettes in clear, simple language, tables and 

diagrams using basic office and internet mapping applications. A more formal architecture approach as 

described by GSD using the NATO Architecture Framework (NAF) was not followed but is recommended. 

 

The NEO vignette was developed from first principles by taking the UK NEO doctrine [16] to develop a 

representative set of actions, timings and corresponding tasking for the selected players, in this case HQ 

functions, recce, air-lift, force protection, liaison staff and eligible persons (i.e. the people who qualify to be 

evacuated).  The process also defines the locations for the actions (Figure 4) and forms the basis for the 

operational scenario.  The actions are synchronised with the wider MiniEx scenario activities.  The scenario is 

refined further by developing the order of battle (ORBAT) for friendly, hostile and civilians using actual 

operational locations, routes.  Start, continuing and cessation conditions were also determined for each of the 

planned phases in the scenario [16].  This forms the conceptual scenario.  The executable scenario is defined 

using C2SIM initialisation and tasking messages. 

 

Description of NEO Vignette 

 

 



 

 

Figure 4 - Node Interaction for Movement of Eligible Persons 

 

The scenario that reflects the NEO event is shown in the following three figures (Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 

7). For the purposes of CWIX 19 and the MiniEx this was a Coalition Joint Task Force (CJTF) scenario, and as 

such the UK component was to be the provision of an Infantry battalion and 2 Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAV). 

The battalion was to provide a Quick Reaction Force (QRF) based on a Rifle Company Group with two 

Reconnaissance sections equipped with the RWMIK Land Rover
2
 located at Norrköping Airport. They would be 

tasked to conduct the NEO supported by; 2 UK UAV (Watchkeeper), 4 U.S. Army Chinook (CH-47D) and 3 

patrol boats (2 Australian Armidale-class and 1 New Zealand Protector class). 

 
 

Figure 5 - OP EXODUS (NEO Event) 

 

Figure 6 - Deployment of Coalition Forces at Norrköping Airport 

 

2
  RWMIK (Revised Weapons Mount Installation Kit) 



 

 

 

Figure 7 - Deployment of UK QRF at Evacuation Point 

 

Developing the Executable Scenario 

 

The executable scenario, i.e. what will be simulated in practice, was actually developed and executed by JSAF 

using developments of interface software developed for earlier experiments.  During this process where 

shortcomings of the C2SIM standard and its development process were discovered they will be fed back to 

SISO, e.g. task coordination needs to be better addressed and some task terms needed adding to the basic 

vocabulary (via the C2SIM ontology).  Concurrent work was undertaken by George Mason University in 

conjunction with MäK to develop some of the required interface functions for VR-Forces and this interface is 

being used in the cloud-hosted capability. 

 

The Decision Support Elements 

 

The decision support elements of the system will be critical to the utility of the simulation.  Constraints of time 

and effort precluded their development for this work.  However, in principle they are considered well understood 

and relatively easy to add. 

 

The SISO Distributed Simulation Engineering and Execution Process (DSEEP) [17] describes a seven stage 

process for developing simulation systems which culminates in: 

 

… output data from the execution is analysed and evaluated, and results are reported back to the 

user/sponsor. 

 

This is the aspect of the simulation which enables decision support to be undertaken.  The need is to provide the 

following capabilities: data recording, extraction and analysis functions; replay capability; functional area-specific 

decision support elements and support for the development of alternative courses of action.   

 

Time-stamped data recording can be undertaken at a number of levels: 

 The C2SIM server records all orders, requests and reports it handles and thus provides a true record of 

the evolving state of the scenario as witnessed from a C2 user’s perspective; 

 The simulation traffic, Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS)  and/or High Level Architecture (HLA), can 

be logged using readily available open-source and proprietary tools giving publically observable 



 

 

information, e.g. spatial ground truth, environmental and warfare events against which other 

observations may be compared; and 

 Simulation-specific records of the internal or private data of the deployed simulations.  This could include 

internal logistics states and values, behavioural logic events, certain unit and entity interactions and 

simulated sensor perceptions. 

These data will form the basis of analysis and replay, support for specific functional areas and COA development 

capabilities. 

 

Time constraints precluded these elements being included in the configuration described in this paper but a 

number of task-specific tools used previously will be developed for future experimentation, demonstration and 

operational support.  The authors’ previous work [1] identified over forty HQ staff functional areas and simulation-

supported C2 could be used to advantage in the MDMP for many of these. 

 

Observations 

 

The two events, CWIX and MiniEx, have helped identify a number of things relating to the potential use of cloud-

based M&S and Decision Support services to achieve the NATO ACT C2 vision for 2030. 

 

Because of the large-scale, multi-player aspects of the MiniEx it was necessary to have a set of key operating 

procedures and information exchange requirements agreed amongst the participants in advance.  This would 

apply to this sort of system if deployed in support of an operational HQ.  In our experimentation two main areas 

of work addressed this:  

 

 Common initialisation processes and data, assisted by functionality of the core C2SIM WS; and 

 Pre-defined information exchange requirements (IERs) agreed among the participants. 

 

The C2SIM standard has come a long way from its earlier incarnations and there is a clear set of processes for 

developing capability.  These have provided a means of extending a core capability to cover specifics, currently 

these include land operations and autonomous systems.  The two events followed the defined processes and 

were shown to work well. 

 

Virtual and constructive simulation systems need to represent operational behaviours well and have flexible and 

easy ways to adapt and extend them.  They also need to be able to generate easily assimilable outputs which 

can support operational analysis and decision support. 

 

Cloud environments need to be easy to procure, configure and use.  The two suppliers had different approaches 

– good technical support was available from one but this was needed because our requirements were close to 

the limit of their capabilities or a capability which was very much a standard service provided with limited 

technical support.  Even though our team had considerable prior experience it still took a great deal of effort to 

create a useable working decision support environment. 

 

From a user perspective the solution that is delivered needs to be easy to use and the Human Machine Interface 

(HMI) intuitive, ideally a user should be able to use the C2 applications that are available to them but, with some 

potential exceptions, none of the current C2 toolsets are C2SIM compliant and therefore require some form of 

interface software to provide the correctly formatted schemas that can be executed via a simulation. In 

developing a COA the user needs to be able to extract data that can be analysed by a commander and their 

staff and replayed as required. This needs to be done FTRT. Ideally no new skills should be necessary for the 

user as the simulation expertise would be provided in a remote facility through a reach-back capability. 

 

 



 

 

Conclusions 

 

The experimentation showed that once the technical lessons have been learned, implementing a prototype 

reach-back capability for decision support in multi-domain and coalition operations can be achieved in a timely 

and practical manner.  This was shown technically through the CWIX event and operationally via the MiniEx.  

Having reach-back from operational planners to an M&S support capability is feasible, especially if standards-

based protocols and procedures are followed. 

 

Certain gaps have been identified in the processes and standards needed to continue this work.  The C2SIM 

standard is extensible by design to new domains and specialities.  However, there is a need for a standard such 

as the proposed GSS to support cross-domain security.  Similarly processes need to be defined to help develop 

and introduce this sort of capability into an operational decision support environment as envisaged in the ACT 

2030 concept architecture. 

 

Recommendations  

 

The development of standards-based decision support tools, e.g. faster-than-real-time simulations and 

situational analysis applications, needs to be pursued to help develop this capability and the level of 

experimentation should be extended to encompass both a wider variety of use cases and support to real 

operational planners. 

 

This work should align with the NACT ACT 2030 concept architecture, and lessons identified used to inform the 

processes and standards needed. 
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Glossary 

 

Term Meaning 

ACT [NATO] Allied Command Transformation 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

APLET Aide à la Planification d'Engagement Tactique Terrestre 

C2SIM Command & Control to Simulation 

CA
2
X

2
 Computer Aided Analysis, Exercise, Experimentation 



 

 

Term Meaning 

CBRN Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear 

CCIR Commander’s Critical Information Requirement 

CDS Cross Domain Security 

CEMA Cyberspace Electromagnetic Activities 

CJTF Coalition Joint Task Force 

COA Course of Action 

CSE Common Scenario Editor 

CWIX Coalition Warrior Interoperability eXploration, eXperimentation, eXamination eXcercise 

DIS Distributed Interactive Simulation 

DSEEP Distributed Simulation Engineering and Execution Process 

DDS Dynamic Decision Support 

DVS [UK] Defence Virtual Simulation 

EHC Evacuee Handling Centre 

FTRT Faster Than Real Time 

FMN [NATO] Federated Mission Networking 

GMU George Mason University 

GSD Guideline for Scenario Development 

GSS Global Security Standard 

HLA High Level Architecture 

HMI Human Machine Interface 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IER Information Exchange Requirement 

JDP Joint Doctrine Publication 

JFTC Joint Force Training Centre 

JSAF Joint Semi-Automated Force 

JSP Joint Service Publication 

M&S Modelling and Simulation 

MDMP Military Decision Making Process 

MSaaS Modelling and Simulation as a Service 

MSCOE [NATO] Modelling and Simulation Centre of Excellence 

MSG Modelling & Simulation Group 

NEO Non-Combatant Evacuation Operation 

ORBAT Order of Battle 

PDG Product Development Group 

QRF Quick Reaction Force 

RWMIK Revised Weapons Mount Installation Kit 

SISO Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization 

SME Subject Matter Expert 

STOMP Simple Text Oriented Message Protocol 

TDSS Tactical Decision Support System 

VBS3 Virtual Battle Space 3 

VM Virtual Machine 

VPN Virtual Private Network 

WS Web Service 
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